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1. A (very short) history of HCS
2. A (short) overview of HCS assays
3. The (3) key take-aways for understanding how HCS assays
compare to other formats
4. Takeaway 1: imaging assay endpoints
5. Takeaway 2: multiparametric assay data
6. Takeaway 3: single cell measurements
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Automated imaging assays- A 40+ year process
For any given cellular property, several options for can frequently be
considered.
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Commercialization of imaging assays: The
micronucleus assay
For any given cellular property, several options for can frequently be
considered.

openi.nlm.nih.gov
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Automation of the micronucleus assay
For any given cellular property, several options for can frequently be
considered.

http://www.gelifesciences.com/
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Imaging assays-development and measurements

non-hcs
hcs

hts

throughput

hts

RNAi screening
neurite outgrowth
micronucleus assay
compound profiling

micronucleus assay
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Skill sets essential for running imaging studies

* An Introduction To High Content Screening: Imaging Technology, Assay
Development and Data Analysis in Biology and Drug Discovery (2015), Haney,
S.A, Bowman,
D. Chakravarty,
A. Davies, A. and Shamu, C.E. John Wiley
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Key take-away points: Imaging assays are different
from other formats for 3 reasons
1. Imaging assays measure similar cellular events, but they are not
identical to more traditional endpoints
2. Imaging assays are multiparametric
3. Imaging assays measure and track events in individual cells, not
average response for the well of cells

The remaining 50 minutes of this discussion will explore these
three points
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Disease-relevant endpoints that can be developed
into an imaging assay
Example: Hepatocyte dysfunction can contribute to Type 2 Diabetes

Insulin signaling

Free fatty acid
secretion and
storage

Glycogen storage
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Mitochondrial
dysfunction

ER signaling/
Unfolded Protein
Response

Morphology/
Zonation/
Cell-cell contact

Each possibility can be adapted to an image-based assay

Imaging assays: Morphological and phenotypic
endpoints
For any given cellular property, several options for can frequently be
considered.

Fluorescence
intensity of
proteins or
protein
modifications
DNA content

Cell number
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Organelle or cell
size, shape
Texture
Fiber length,
number,
orientation

Colony
organization

A target of interest typically presents several options
for measurement
RTK phosphorylation

Her2pY1005 (ap3781S), www.abgent.com

Lian et. al (2014) TIPS 33:531

RAF1 localization

ERK1/2 phosphorylation
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cRAF inhibitor used in this example to show
membrane localization
Hatzivassiliou et. al (2014) Nature 464:431
Luan et. al (2014) Mol Cancer 13:38

Key take-away point: Imaging assays are different
from other formats for 3 reasons
1. Imaging assays measure similar cellular events, but they are not
identical to more traditional endpoints
2. Imaging assays are multiparametric
3. Imaging assays measure and track events in individual cells, not
average response for the well of cells

•
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The remaining 50 minutes of this discussion will explore these three
points

What is an imaging assay, specifically?
Imaging assays report changes in cellular structure or signaling
properties through the interpretation of digitized images using computer
algorithms
Typically, image analysis is performed through a series of sequential
steps
1.
2.
3.

determination of cells (actually, nuclei)
measurement of the primary endpoint
frequently, additional measurement of additional endpoints

However, imaging assays present a highly flexible format, and robust,
innovative assays have been develop that follow different procedures
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What is an imaging assay, specifically?

DAPI Channel
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PARP Channel

What is an imaging assay, specifically?

DAPI Channel
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PARP Channel

Caveat #1 for comparing assays: Understand the
literal definition of the endpoint

Assay

Cellular state

Caspase activity,
soon after
induction

most cells
undergoing
apoptosis but not
yet detached

Caspase activity,
measured at a
later time point

many cells
detached

Whole-well data

Per cell data

High

High

Low

High

The same events occur in both assays, the differences arise from the
specific definitions of what is being measured
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Caveat #2: Different assays measure different things (but
some are frequently considered to be synonymous).

Proliferation, cell cycle and metabolism assays measure are distinct
16

Chan et al (2013) PLoS ONE e63583

Caveat #3: Some features used for normalization
may change with some treatments
Some HTS imaging assays use area covered by cells as a normalization
measurement (because it is calculated quickly), but some treatments may
change the area per cells

Untreated cells
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Cells treated with a metabolic inhibitor

Caveat #4: All reagents require technical validation
(Caveat emptor)
Even widely used reagents need some internal validation

http://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nmeth.3995.html
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Summary for Key take-away #1: comparing assay
measurements
1. Imaging assays present a large tool-box for developing biologically
relevant, highly novel assays (but see point #5).
2. Measuring the same thing in different assays can still result in
different data reported, because different definitions (units,
normalizations) can change how the data is reported
3. Some common assays, and their HCS counterparts, are in fact
wildly different assays. Discordances can occur, and can lead to
erroneous conclusions when control measurements do not take
these differences into account.
4. Cellular parameters/features frequently change as a function of
treatment conditions, introducing a shift in the baseline or
normalization measurement in some treatment conditions.
5. HCS assays rely heavily on antibodies (and other reagents) that
can require deliberate validation. Although some groups are
working towards solutions, current best practices include validating
reagents in the lab by individual groups and not borrowing them
without questioning them.
19

Key take-away point #2: Imaging assays are
multiparametric
For any protein/organelle stained fluorescently, dozens of measurements
can be made
nucleus:
area
total intensity (DAPI staining)
average intensity (total intensity/area)
length (longest axis)
width (orthogonal axis)

cytoplasmic protein:
area
total/average intensity
length/width
texture
examples only!
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Key take-away point #2: Imaging assays are
multiparametric
Multiple proteins can be stained
simultaneously

21

Multiparametric measurements: Some phenotypic
effects can be used as additional endpoints

Normoxia

Pan. al (2013) A kinome-wide siRNA screen identifies multiple roles for
protein kinases in hypoxic stress adaptation, including roles for IRAK4
and GAK in protection against apoptosis in VHL-/- renal carcinoma
22 ｜○○○○
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cells,
despite activation
of the NF-κB pathway
J Biomol Screening 18:782

Anoxia

Leveraging multiparametric measurements to provide
more information in a cellular assay

phosphorylation

morphology/stress
cell count
counterscreen
phosphorylation

http://www.perkinelmer.com/Resources/TechnicalResources/
ApplicationSupportKnowledgebase/AlphaLISA-AlphaScreen-nowashassays/alpha_kinase_assays.xhtml
｜○○○○ | DDMMYY
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Summary for Key take-away #2: multiparametric data
1. Imaging assays present a large tool-box for developing biologically
relevant, highly novel assays (but see point #5).
2. Measuring the same thing in different assays can still result in
different data reported, because different definitions (units,
normalizations) can change how the data is reported
3. Some common assays, and their HCS counterparts, are in fact
wildly different assays. Discordances can occur, and can lead to
erroneous conclusions when control measurements do not take
these differences into account.
4. Cellular parameters/features frequently change as a function of
treatment conditions, introducing a shift in the baseline or
normalization measurement in some treatment conditions.
5. HCS assays rely heavily on antibodies (and other reagents) that
can require deliberate validation. Although some groups are
working towards solutions, current best practices include validating
reagents in the lab by individual groups and not borrowing them
without questioning them.
24

Key take-away point #3: Data is collected at the
cellular level
1

2

6

3
4

Haney, S.A, et al.(2013) RNAi screening in primary human hepatocytes of genes implicated
in genome-wide association studies for roles in type 2 diabetes identifies roles for
CAMK1D
and CDKAL1,
others, in hepatic glucose regulation. PLoS ONE 8:64946
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Multiparametric single cell data: what does it look like?
Stage
Label

B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02

Z
Position

11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86

Cell:
Assign
ed
Label #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Cell:
Compartme
nt Area

Cell:
Cell: Mean
Cell:
Cell:
Cell:
Compartme
Compartment
Inner
Outer
Integrated
nt Integrated Intensity
Area
Area
Inner
Intensity
Intensity
31.201875
33785
450.4666667
19.9692 32.033925
17317
52.835175
59143
465.6929134 38.690325
31.6179
40974
58.659525
98015
695.141844 38.690325
34.11405
29561
56.995425
96779
706.4160584 33.698025
34.11405
38963
45.346725
62886
576.9357798 32.865975
40.77045
40824
65.315925
106728
679.7961783 43.682625 50.339025
54610
64.06785
82975
538.7987013
42.43455
34.9461
57015
59.07555
72910
513.4507042
38.2743 56.163375
49924
Stage
Z
Compartment Mean
Mean
Integrated
26.209575
35928
570.2857143 13.728825 32.033925
20668
Label
Position s
Compartme
Compartment
Inner
69.476175
81502
488.0359281 43.682625 60.323625
39937
nt Area
Average
Intensity
64.483875
56833
366.6645161 48.674925
40.77045
30621
Intensity
78.628725
76631
405.4550265
56.5794 53.667225
41748
B02
11195.86
135 102.4099467
591.7543031
15508400
32.865975
34692
439.1392405 22.049325
34.9461
16811
B03
11189.96
99 110.5533909
599.4955527
14265166
73.636425
68079
384.6271186
57.41145 45.346725
32473
B04
11184.28
119 116.7666807
937.3800299
19665785
B05
11179.94
105 98.32453714
1062.057664
15489827
B06
11175.96
57 117.1146868
971.0335286
12422553
B07
11171.42
94 100.1203995
1120.591062
21149918
B08
11172.8
151 104.2734978
1229.905726
44816224
B09
11151.9
164 109.4424791
1205.162529
57469870
B10
11153.58
123 102.1561226
1111.97295
45244258
B11
11156.86
151 100.5843755
1191.070176
51294208
C02
11190.6
109 100.2238576
610.9705625
20729123
C03
11181.22
107 114.9278783
611.7466423
28374525

Haney, S.A, Bowman, D. Chakravarty, A. Davies, A. and Shamu, C.E.(2015) An
Introduction to High Content Screening John Wiley Press, NY, NY (in
production)
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Integrated
Outer Intensity

13125311
11286382
14715857
12101019
6309241
10134985
18009883
19594161
12876231
15721034
12561276
11745803

Single cell data: recognizing that cell lines are
intrinsically heterogeneous
U2OS

MIAPaCa

H2040

BX-PC3
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Cell signaling within the same pathway is also
heterogeneous

Haney, S.A, (2008) High Content Screening John Wiley Press, NY, NY
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blue: DNA
green: Foxo-1a
red: phospho-S6

How can cell-level information influence thinking
about signaling responses and drug targets?
well-level averages

p-STAT3

p53 levels
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LaPan et. al (2008) BMC CellBiol 9:43

cell-level histograms

Underlying assumptions of standard experimental
effects: the normal distribution
µp
σp
µn
negative
controls

positive
controls

dose 1

dose 2

dose 3

dose 4

samples
µn

σn

µ1

σ1

µ2

σ2

Haney, S.A, Bowman, D. Chakravarty, A. Davies, A. and Shamu, C.E.(2015) An
Introduction to High Content Screening John Wiley Press, NY, NY (in
production)
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µ3

σ3

µp

µ4

σ4

σp

Actual distributions of experimental data

HaNEY, sa (2014), Rapid Assessment and Visualization of Normality in High-Content and Other
Cell-Level Data and Its Impact on the Interpretation of Experimental Results j J Biol Screening
19:672
31 ｜○○○○ | DDMMYY

Force fitting a non-parametric distribution: minimizing
experimental effects

HaNEY, sa (2014), Rapid Assessment and Visualization of Normality in High-Content and Other
Cell-Level Data and Its Impact on the Interpretation of Experimental Results j J Biol Screening
19:672
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Summary of Key take-away #3: Cell-level
measurements
1. Cell-level measurements are explicitly captured during imaging
experiments, even if they are not actually used
2. Cell-level measurements can be informative of actual relationships
between different cell populations
3. Differences between populations can question categorical
relationships between these populations
4. Differences can also obscure experimental effects when
populations are not normally distributed.
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Conclusions
1. Image-based assays open a wide range of quantifiable
measurements including cell signaling and morphological changes.
– To accomplish these goals, new reagents may be used and therefore
need to be validated internally.

2. Implementing imaging assay endpoints (or indeed, any cellular
endpoint) is more useful if the specific context of the measurement
(and its use in an experimental or drug discovery scheme) is clearly
understood.
3. Multiparametric measurements are intrinsic to imaging assays and
present a significant depth of understanding of how perturbations
affect cells.
4. Cell-level measurements can be highly relevant to assay
development and analysis, they are important to understand even if
they are not commonly used (or possible) in other assay formats.
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References
•

NIH Assay Guidance Manual
– http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK53196/?term=assay
%20guidance%20manual
– Very extensive guidebook on assay development methodology covering
biochemical, cellular and imaging assays
– Covers important topics like assay reproducibility, automation and
screening, data analysis and assay validation

•

An Introduction to High Content Screening: Imaging Technology,
Assay Development and Data Analysis in Biology and Drug
Discovery
– http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-0470624566.html
– Covers scientific and technical concepts as they apply to imaging
experiments
– Written for a life scientist with no imaging experience
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